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Journalistic report on world environment day

At the World Environment Day celebrations, the United Nations is sharing ONE Life, a new song and music video highlighting the severity of climate change. In much the same way we have raised awareness for famine in Africa in the world, organizers hope that communicating this message through music will be an effective approach. To bring this creative
effort back to life, its producer Brand New World Studios brought together 150 writers, producers, choreographers, filmmakers and musicians. Chaka Khan, a 10-time Grammy winner, and Chevel Shepherd, 16, who won last season's The Voice award, lent their vocal talents. Watch the video above. Tuesday, March 31, World Backup Day, the day we remind
the tech folks how important it is to back up your data. Given our special expertise, we tend to do this once more often a year, but again you will get this annual excuse to do so! World Backup Day Here's the message to remember: Hardware is cheap and cheap. Do you know what's expensive, even priceless? That period paper you wrote for three weeks,
$3,000 in music and movies on your hard drive, and a digital video of your little boy or daughter's first step. You can get a new computer or phone, but try changing these important files: You can't! Back them up! When you back up your data, you can get a second copy of everything and everything you don't want to lose. If something happens to the originals,
you can restore backups to your computer (or phone, tablet, etc.) with a backup service. Technically, backup only means any piece of data found in two places. The primary purpose of the backup is that primary data should not be accessible, so it is common to keep backups outside the workplace, such as online, or at least on a second hard disk, or even
another internal disk. There are several scenarios where it will be useful to have a backup of your data: Your phone is stolen and you lose all your pictures and videos, you delete your mobile hard drive crashes, your home videos You forget your laptop in a café and you have lost all your homework, and you have lost all your homework, a virus holds your
data hostage until you pay to remove restrictions Accidentally pays to delete something important We are big fans of online backup services. Using a cloud backup service (sometimes called) is the easiest and most economical way to keep your important data safe. See our reviews of online backup services for a list of prices-completed, seated, updated.
Some plans provide unlimited amounts of storage, some limit you to so many GB or TB, some support is free from multiple concurrent computers, some even just for a small amount of storage. Do you have questions about online backup or are you not quite sure what it is? In our Online Backup USS we answer every question we receive about backup.
Whatever your needs, we've done all we've done To help you make the right decision. Besides the list of reviews linked above, our online backup comparison chart is really useful if you are wondering which of our favorite cloud backup services offers a specific feature. Here are some more online backup sources that you may find useful: The reason online
backup is so popular is because it provides a completely separate location for copies of your files. For example, if your flash drive is your backup device and your flash drive is plugged into it, the backup becomes basically meaningless. We also keep lists of traditional backup software titles created for local backup, not online backup, which means that files
are saved to another local hard disk, or even to an FTP server or a computer that connects to the network. For more information, see our free backup software tools and commercial backup software reviews. Learn more about backup: Using a cloud storage service is another option to securely back up your data online. The difference between the cloud
storage service and the cloud backup service is that the old one usually does not allow you to back up data automatically and in timing, but instead is a place to upload by selecting important files that you need to keep away from your physical device. There are a lot of cloud storage services selected, many of which offer a small free plan with upgrades when
you need more features or additional backup space. We all like to press the snoone button sometimes and we like not to wake up until the last second. But we humans do it with the environment, and that's not true. The planet has been sending us wake-up calls for some time. In fact, it gives us a constant, deafening alarm that should have caused us to act a
long time ago. But we didn't. You ignored the alarm, we pressed the famous snooding button over and over again. And if we don't wake up soon, it'll be too late. As it should be clear by now, when we push nature, it repels. Sometimes he does it with life-changing epidemics. But it can also do so with the potential collapse of the ecosystems on which our
ongoing existence is based. For intelligence, seeing the most (and least) polluted cities in the world. Why should we care? If we're not the drownings, why would he worry about animals choking on plastic? Yes, it's sad that koalas burn to death, but it doesn't directly affect me. What we don't grasp is how completely dependent we are on the environment. It's
not just nice to have. To survive, we need a functioning and clean environment. Of course, for the sake of other animals we must care about all these issues. But even if we look at it from a completely selfish point of view, we must still be doing everything we can to urgently protect and protect biodiversity and ecosystems - to survive on our own. These are
the signals we're supposed to be. loud and clear. I'm going to Boston for MIT Bitcoin Expo 2020. We are excited to learn about new technological developments in this field. Simple, modest words spoken by someone absolutely modest but at least a little simple. His sophistication is subtle, but very deep as his sincerity is so real. Who said those words? Meet
Yilun Cheng, a journalist at The Block Crypto. Five months into his career is there, and Cheng is changing things up and making waves. Keep reading and you will be able to ride some of these waves with me as I cover the reasons why Cheng ... Worth worth being aware that if you are a man journalist you follow the work of Worth learning his trades. It all
literally started with a tweet. It all started with a tweet. This single tweet led me to explore Cheng and provided me with him as a professional and a peer to make an impression. We will pay attention to the following: First, Cheng is not on the ground floor, nosebleeds or James Prestwich, founder of Summa is not in the personal space. Why don't you just sit
there and say, you may be thinking. It's never as easy as it seems when you're trying to get vital information in the field, extracting factual data, and presenting it in a way that's challenging, evaluating distance and assessing your subject's comfort level. Second, Cheng's word is about what's going on. This clear, timely, logical and ultimately diseleased, will
help to establish a narrative-based chronicle as opposed to the flow of completely unconfigured nonsense ... But that's all about my early years in the business. As you will see from the additional content samples that Cheng produced, it was consistent throughout and did not deviate once during the job. He didn't suddenly decide to go up (it felt tempting for
most of us) and take selfies with giant Bitcoin, for example: Photo Credit: Cryptoeconomic Systems Journal CfP ™Oh if you're wondering ... MIT Bitcoin Club is also quite extraordinary and assumes that they have the right to spend some time with the stage as they organize everything. Back to our main theme, let's take a look at one of the on-point tweets:I
will remind you all that the risks associated with churning out a scoop that concerns the Fed Reserve are unpleasant, to put it mildly. Cheng didn't have to worry about it but as he sourced everything as exactly who he was told and what context he was told. He didn't write once: Well... I think .... I think... it should be .... Once again for the back people: Just-
The-Facts. Choosing Cheng Was a Wise Choice: Why Dudas SoMike Dudas Did It, Founder and CEO of The Block wrote an article I read with great interest in August 2019. Some information for me about the individual behind this thought process: Per WSJ, even if it is him Data from Capital One's computers, Thompson was sending direct messages on
public message boards about major security issues, Dude, we're doing a lot of people wrong. The major Capital One breach has led many security professionals to criticize Amazon's practices, with many claiming the company is not enough to warn its customers of data unsymligible for hacking. Dudas was very brave, but he never once put the needle in
ridiculous territory. Provideing timely, relevant and actionable intelligence is like having the best journalists take it as seriously as eating, sleeping, etc. Observing that Cheng was watching his work at the fair, he, like his boss, followed the stories and covered the news with an efficiency and accuracy, which renewed my gratitude for our field. I saw: Cheng is
not there to annoy people with his views. Cheng won't tell people how you feel. He reports the facts, just the facts, and there's no doubt that Columbia was lucky to have him as a student because it actually proves that he listened to her, learned her and cared about the news. SO is important in this blockchain world. Why? Because every Tom, Dick and
Grandma blockchain enthusiast basically thinks they are ninja hackers out to ruin your day .... Cheng's on the field, the camera's on his shoulder and his hand is hanging from his notebook. I admire Cheng because he checks all the boxes according to protocol and our trade tradition. Why Cheng's Process Represents a Difference Between Meh and Making
an Impact There are a lot of repeeeents here, and there's a reason for that: As journalists, we have to keep in mind how tightly we press a line between accurate analysis sensitivity and the blurred world of a blogger's opinion. My editor in a hyper-eseral news outfit had probably lost so much sleep and time when I first started making the news that he was
trying to remind us that from time to time we were not in the business to make friends. You're in this because you care about going to the heart of everything, drilling all the way to the station. You're in it because you're not just a writer, everyone's a writer, but because you want the writing to make a difference. He's a journalist. Seeing Cheng's work confirmed,
for me, why my colleagues in journalism, who resyn up to the wisdom quoted above, can really influence the world. It's not just about distributing content, it's not even about adapting it to polish it brighter... It's about doing what Cheng does: accurately observe and record the news. Guess Who's Coming... Business dinner? Every question fielded at him he
answered with clarity and an easy but authentic attitude. There was a curiosity in the industry that defined most of us - especially just Out of stale bagels, poor coffee and even weaker or slower news cycles have not been exhausted. Finally we reviewed the usual stack of queries, it's time to open up and ask what's really hard:what's the best place to buy a
slice of pizza in NYC? Haha... Prince Street Pizza at SOHO! (This is not a turnover despite having some seriously tasty pizza) Building Blocks and Chains of The Future We've all heard about it: Blockchain is the future, or a varient of this cool slogan. So who's tearing down the blocks, who's analyzing the chains? People like Yilun Cheng. There are
journalists in this field who may have a big task without them, but sometimes they never shrink, even if there is a struggle. As far as a peer review goes, I just reported what I saw - Cheng took care of things. Join Hacker Noon Create your free account to open your custom reading experience. Experience.
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